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For several years, many people have raised doubts about our intentions towards Palestine.
But talk is easy and action is difficult, very difficult. We emerged wounded from the 1956 battle.
Britain, Israel and France attacked us then. We sustained heavy losses in 1956. Later, union was
achieved. The 1961 secession occurred when we had only just got completely together and had
barely begun to stand firmly on our feet…
We were waiting for the day when we would be fully prepared and confident of being able to
adopt strong measures if we were to enter the battle with Israel. I say nothing aimlessly. One day
two years ago, I stood up to say that we have no plan to liberate Palestine and that revolutionary
action is our only course to liberate Palestine. I spoke at the summit conferences. The summit
conferences were meant to prepare the Arab states to defend themselves.
Recently we felt we are strong enough, that if we were to enter a battle with Israel, with
God’s help, we could triumph. Om this basis, we decided to take actual steps.
A great deal has been said in the past about the UN Emergency Force (UNEF). Many people
blamed us for the UNEF’s presence. We were not strong enough. Should we have listened to
them, or rather built and trained our Army while UNEF still existed? I said once that we could
tell the UNEF to leave within half an hour. Once we were fully prepared we could ask UNEF to
leave. And this is what actually happened.
The same thing happened with regard to Sharm al Shaykh. We were also attacked on this
scored by some Arabs. Taking Sharm al Shaykh meant confrontation with Israel. Taking such
action also meant that we were ready to enter a general war with Israel. It was not a separate
operation. Therefore we had to take this fact into consideration when moving to Sharm al
Shaykh. The present operation was mounted on this basis.
With regard to military plans, there is complete co-ordination of military action between us
and Syria. We will operate as one army fighting a single battle for the sake of a common
objective—the objective of the Arab nation.
The problem today is not just Israel, but also those behind it. If Israel embarks on an
aggression against Syria or Egypt the battle against Israel will be a general one and not confined
to one spot on the Syrian or Egyptian borders. The battle will be a general one and our basic
objective will be to destroy Israel. I probably could not have said such things five or even three
years ago. If I had said such things and had been unable to carry them out my words would have
been empty and worthless.
Today, some 11 years after 1956, I say such things because I am confident. I know what we
have here in Egypt and what Syria has. I also know that other states—Iraq, for instance, has sent
its troops to Syria; Algeria will send troops; Kuwait also will send troops. They will send
armoured and infantry units. This is Arab power. This is the true resurrection of the Arab nation,

which at one time was probably in despair. Today people must know the reality of the Arab
world. What is Israel? Israel today is the United States. The United States is the chief defender of
Israel. As for Britain, I consider it America’s lackey. Britain does not have an independent policy.
Wilson always follows Johnson’s steps and says what he wants him to say. All Western countries
take Israel’s view….
The Soviet Union’s attitude was great and splendid. It supported the Arabs and the Arab
nation. It went to the extent of stating that, together with the Arabs and the Arab nation, it would
resist any interference or aggression.
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